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Abstract
For a single object, many programming errors can be de-
tected by specifying the undesirable sequence of events us-
ing typestate. However, since objects interact with one an-
other, defining temporal specifications only for a single ob-
ject is too restrictive. In our research, we are interested in ex-
tending techniques from static typestate verification to static
verification of multi-object temporal specifications.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.4 [Software En-
gineering]: Software/Program Verification

General Terms Verification

1. Problem
Many programming errors can be detected by checking
whether objects in the program execute some undesirable
sequence of events. For a single object, these temporal prop-
erties can be expressed using typestate [9]. Operations on
the object transition the object’s state through a finite au-
tomaton representing the undesirable property. Reaching a
final state of the automaton is considered a violation of the
property. Numerous typestate checking tools, both dynamic
and static, have been developed 1.

However, defining temporal specifications only for a sin-
gle object is too restrictive as an object is not isolated; it
interacts with other objects. As an example one could ex-
press the constraints on the interaction between software
components as temporal specifications involving multiple
interacting objects from different components. Some newer
formalisms1 can express temporal properties of multiple ob-
jects but are mainly intended for dynamic checking. In our
research, we are interested in extending techniques from
static typestate verification to static verification of multi-
object temporal specifications. This has two classes of ap-
plications. Firstly, it can be used for sound static program

1 Due to space considerations please see [6] for a detailed list of references.
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verification. If the analysis can statically rule out all possible
violations then the analysis can guarantee that the specified
protocol is observed. Secondly, in the cases where all pos-
sible violations cannot be ruled out, the program can be in-
strumented with dynamic checks only for operations which
were not ruled out by the static analysis. Thus, the runtime
overhead of a purely dynamic checker can be reduced by re-
ducing the instrumentation points.

2. Proposed Solution
We have chosen tracematches [1] as the formalism for spec-
ifying the temporal properties to be checked. A tracematch
specifies which operations are relevant to the specification,
how the operations identify the objects involved, the se-
quence of operations leading to an undesirable state, and
what should be done when a violation is detected at run
time. To verify that a system does not violate common
temporal safety properties a library of tracematches can
be maintained and the system periodically verified using
this library. At the same time a developer can write custom
tracematches to specify additional domain-specific temporal
properties. Since tracematches are an extension to AspectJ,
they can modularly capture cross-cutting multi-object prop-
erties without the need for annotations. For our analysis,
tracematches have two other advantages. First, conceptually
a tracematch executes a separate copy of a finite automa-
ton for every possible combination of runtime objects hence
cleanly teasing apart the interaction between operations on
different objects. Second, Allan et al. [1] motivate the design
of a declarative semantics from the programmer’s point of
view, then prove it equivalent to a formal operational seman-
tics. This allows us to formally prove that the static analysis
soundly abstracts the semantics.

In the next subsections we discuss our already completed
work on statically analyzing multi-object temporal specifica-
tions followed by remaining work that needs to be tackled.

2.1 Completed Work
The key difference between previous typestate analyses and
our work is that typestate verification associates a single
object to a temporal specification whereas we deal with
groups of objects. Typestate verification (e.g. [4]) generally
uses some abstraction of objects and adds the current state to
each abstract object. In our analysis, since there is no single
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object to which the state can be attached we use two separate
abstractions. The first abstraction models individual objects
using a storeless heap abstraction [5, 3] and has been used
in previous research. Our previous work [6] focused on the
second abstraction which models the tracematch state for a
group of related objects and is novel.

The original operational semantics of tracematches [1]
were defined in terms of manipulating and simplifying
boolean formulas and intended for a dynamic implementa-
tion. In previous work, we defined a new operational seman-
tics based on sets and lattices, a domain more convenient
to reason about and abstract. We proved the two semantics
bisimilar. We used a precise static abstraction of the lattice-
based operational semantics and proved that the overall ab-
straction is sound with respect to the operational semantics.

Our static analysis is expressed as instances of the IFDS [7]
and IDE [8] frameworks which efficiently support context-
sensitive interprocedural analysis. Context-sensitivity is es-
sential since the same method could be invoked with dif-
ferent aliasing. Interprocedural information is needed since
aliasing can occur outside any particular method. The com-
puted heap abstraction provides may-alias information used
to determine when to update the state of a group of objects
and must-alias information to perform strong updates. Most
importantly the analysis flow-sensitively tracks individual
objects along control flow paths.

2.2 Remaining Work
Our previous work lays the foundation of a powerful analy-
sis for multi-object temporal properties. However, to make it
practical to use, the analysis requires further improvements.
Below we briefly outline some such possibilities.

Analysis Efficiency: Our static analysis is an interprocedu-
ral flow and context-sensitive analysis and hence has a con-
siderably long running time. We are interested in identifying
useful avenues to improve this cost. Two approaches identi-
fied so far are:

• Using method summaries to avoid recomputation of the
analysis whenever possible

• Improving the efficiency of the storeless heap abstraction
by using SSA form and dominance properties along with
customized data structures

Evaluation: Previously [6], we reported experimental re-
sults from our static analysis using the same set of bench-
marks (DaCapo Benchmark Suite) and tracematches as used
by the related work of Bodden et al.[2]. Temporal properties
specified by these tracematches include checking that each
call to next on an iterator is preceded by a call to hasNext,
the underlying datasource of an iterator is not modified while
iterating over it, a reader/writer is not read/written when in a
closed state. Although these are all interesting properties we
would like to investigate a wider range of temporal proper-

ties containing multiple interacting objects that exist in de-
ployed software. By applying our static analysis on a larger
variety of such tracematches we would like to investigate the
general applicability of the analysis. The key issue here is to
identify temporal properties specific to different frameworks
(e.g. eclipse) and see if they can be (a) represented by trace-
matches (b) statically verified by our analysis.

In [6] we presented metrics showing the percentage of
instrumentation points that can be safely verified. In future
work we intend to measure the effect of our static analysis
on the run time of code instrumented for dynamically check-
ing safety properties.

Extending the Abstraction: While comparing our results [6]
with that of Bodden [2] we stated that in certain cases the
analyses are complementary to each other. For instance,
since our analysis only tracks local variables, in cases where
no local references to an object remain we cannot track that
object in the heap. Bodden’s analysis on the other hand,
though not flow sensitive, does a good job of tracking point-
ers through the heap. We would like to extend our analysis
with such pointer information in order to gain additional
precision. Similarly adding information regarding the fields
(instance variables) in the program might also improve pre-
cision. Thus our analysis would benefit from additions that
have proved to be useful in other research work.
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